
AGENDA 
Deans COUNCIL MEETING 
2:30-4:20 pm, January 12, 2014 

A-711 
 

1. Hugetz discussed thoughts he had over break about key needs of UHD -- FTIC 
graduation rate must improve, becoming more transfer friendly. Working with second 
year focused program, also career/major focus. Use of student assistantships to 
provide staffing. 
 

2. HB 2504 Compliance/IDEA    (Bowen)  -- Rollout of new 
class evaluation system, need faculty committee, working with reports. We are first to 
work with IDEA with heavy use of computer labs to fill out evaluations. 

 
3. Enrollment      (LeGrande) -- Compared to 

same time last year we are looking pretty good. This Thursday, Friday, and Saturday 
are crucial. Financial aid distributed today. Pat Ensor gave Arwen's name to Tomikia 
as contact for temporarily lifting holds for registration. 

 
4. College Unit Plans      (Khoja; Pearson) -- This is 

key time for colleges in budget and planning requests. They are to be meeting 
internally. 

 
5. Centers Policy      (Hugetz; Pearson) -- Need for 

UHD policy on centers and institutes identified in recent audit. Draft distributed for 
comment. More paperwork, reporting, and accountability required. 

 
6. Online Policy      (Hugetz; Khoja) -- We don't 

have one, and SACS expects us to. Draft of policy will go to CTLE Online Sub-
committee for input, once created. This will be the semester of new policies. Many in 
the works. 

 
7. SACS and QEP College Presentation    (Khoja) -- Khoja and 

President want to meet with colleges to give update. 
 

8. Special Items      (Hugetz; Khoja) -- Postponed 

    (Urban Agriculture and Sustainability;  

Engagement and Public Service Initiative;  

Microsoft  Innovation Center) 

9. Transfer Orientation     (Fields; Birchak) -- 

Postponed 

 



10. Graduate Probation and Suspension   (Jarrett; Hugetz) -- Policy 

draft didn't include grad students, so rules being proposed for them. 

 

11. Academic Excellence Awards    (Hugetz) 

http://www.uhsa.uh.edu/uh-system/uhs-resources/academic-excellence-award/. This will give 
chance to spotlight all the campuses in Board of Regents. Starts in February. If we want to 
nominate program soon, maybe Scholars' Academy. 

 

  

 

 


